+++NEU+++ Spezielles Lehrangebot für Incomings und Studierende der JGU im Wintersemester 2017/18

Bilinguales, interdisziplinäres Seminar und Tutorium für Studierende ALLER Fachbereiche (insgesamt 4 SWS, 8 ECTS)

LIFE AND DEATH IN THE RHINE-MAIN AREA, FROM THE CELTIC AGE UNTIL THE TIME OF CHARLEMAGNE (BILINGUAL GERMAN - ENGLISH)

Dr. Oliver Dilip Gupte; Johanna M. Reiss-Gupte M.A.
Kursnummer: FB07.Incomings

Organisatorisches
Course schedule:
Mondays, 9.00 am - 10.30 am, SB II, 03-152
Fridays, 10.15 am - 11.45 am, SB II, 03-152

How to register for the seminar and tutorial:

Exchange students:
Please send an email to gupte@uni-mainz.de, jreissma@uni-mainz.de providing the following information:
your first and your last name; your „Matrikelnummer“ (if you already have one); your field of study/subject, semester and your home university´s name

JGU students:
Please use JOGUSTINE.
Should you have any questions in advance, please don´t hesitate to contact us.

Inhalt
The modern Rhine-Main area looks onto a rich history characterized by a multitude of diverse cultures. Its location in the heart of Europe allows us to regard it as a true cultural hub. This interdisciplinary and primarily archaeological course aims at introducing students of all disciplines to a selection of sites and finds throughout the above-mentioned timeline -focusing only on significant historic events- and to the currently main applied methods. It is open to all exchange students and all students of the JGU and consists of a seminar (2 hrs) and an obligatory tutorial (2 hrs). A field trip to some prominent sites in Mainz will be offered towards the end of the course. The students will undertake 2 exams (they have the choice between a German and an English version) which they will have to pass with at least 50% each to receive their credit points (8 ECTS in total). Apart from that, they are free to additionally hand in a seminar paper (in German or English), should it be required.
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